
BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
September 17, 2012 

Call to Order 

President Debi Ehrlichman called the Regular Board Meeting of the Shoreline Board of Directors to order at 
7:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Administrative Offices at the Shoreline Center on September 17, 2012, 
followed by the flag salute.   
 
Roll Call 

Present:  Debi Ehrlichman, President; Mike Jacobs, Vice President; Dick Nicholson, Member; Dick Potter, 
Member; David Wilson, Member; Janelle Williams, Shorewood Student Representative.  (Zach Willet, 
Shorecrest Student Representative was in the audience.) 
 
Ms. Ehrlichman introduced Janelle Williams as the School Boardʼs Student Representative for the first 
semester.  Janelle is a well-recognized senior at Shorewood High School as she is a yearbook editor, LINK 
leader (assists ninth graders transition to high school), and a varsity golfer.   Janelle is taking two AP 
classes this semester as well as a Running Start class and UW pre-calculus.  She comes highly 
recommended by her teachers and is excited to represent students from all groups. 
 
Approval of Minutes  

The minutes of the July 25 and August 20 Regular and August 20 Special Board Meetings were approved 
as submitted. 
 
Adoption of Consent Agenda 

The following consent agenda was presented for approval: 
a. Approval of 2012-2013 Insurance Renewals with Washington Schools Risk Management Pool 

(WSRMP) and Colony Insurance 
b. Approval of 2012-2013 Travel Guidelines 
c. Approval of Change Order #1 – Bayley Construction, Inc. – Shorecrest H.S. Tennis Courts 

 d. Approval of Change Order #4 – A-1 Landscaping and Construction, Inc. – Shorecrest High 
School Early Site Work 

 e. Approval of Change Order #6 – Spee West Construction – Shorecrest High School Construction 
Project 

 f. Approval of Change Order #7 – Spee West Construction – Shorecrest High School Construction 
Project  

 g. Approval of Change Order #1 – Wright Roofing, Inc. – Lake Forest Park Elementary School 
Roofing Upgrades 

 h. Substantial Completion – Wright Roofing, Inc. – Lake Forest Park Elementary School Roofing 
Upgrades 

 i. Substantial Completion – Lower 48 Contracting/Painting, Inc. – Highland Terrace and 
Ridgecrest Elementary Schools – Exterior Paint 

 j. Acceptance of Gifts, Grants, Donations 
  • All Schools - $9,000 – Shoreline Public Schools Foundation – Opportunity Grants 
 k. Approval of Change Order #6 – Interwest Construction, Inc. – Shorewood High School 

Demolition and Early Site Work (Project 1B) 
 l. Extended Field Trips 
 m. Personnel 
  1) Certificated 
  2) Classified 
  3) Administrative 
 n. Approval of Payroll and Vouchers 

Vouchers audited and certified by the auditing officer as required by RCW 42.24.080, and those expense 
reimbursement claims certified as required by RCW 42.24.090, have been recorded on a listing that has 
been made available to the Board.  
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As of September 17, 2012, the Board, by a unanimous vote, approved for payment those vouchers 
described as follows:  August Payroll Warrants #440896-440913 (not issued), 440914-440966 and 
Electronic Transfers in the amount of $6,233,961.46; Reconciliation of Warrants Issued Between August 17 
and August 31, 2012 - General Fund Warrants #11120001, 26476-26532, 26545-26621, 26636-26640, and 
26641-26718 in the amount of $446,561.43; Capital Projects Fund Warrants #26533-26539, 26622-26631, 
and 26719-26726, in the amount of $8,026,988.11; and Student Body Fund Warrants #11120003, 26540-
26544, 26632-26635, and 26727-26732, in the amount of $5,899.41, for a grand total of $14,713,410.41. 
 
It was the recommendation of the Superintendent that the Board adopt the consent agenda as presented. 

MOTION NO. 1: Mr. Nicholson moved that the Board adopt the consent agenda, which is attached 
hereto and becomes a part hereof.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Wilson and 
carried unanimously. 

 
Ms. Ehrlichman expressed appreciation to the Shoreline Public Schools Foundation for their $9,000 
donation, to be divided among all elementary and secondary schools.  These Opportunity Grant funds can 
be used to help supplement costs of school supplies, field trips, class fees, health checks, caps and gowns, 
yearbook and athletic fees/camps for students in financial need. 
  
Reports and Presentations 

Teacher and Principal Evaluation Pilot (TPEP) Update 
Brian Schultz, Executive Director of Schools and David Guthrie, SEA President, presented. 
Teacher Evaluation – David Guthrie 
Mr. Guthrie reported that Shoreline is at the forefront of the new teacher evaluation pilot.  He began with a 
review of the two bills that brought about the changes in the evaluation of teachers and principals.   
• Senate Bill 6696 (passed in 2010): 
  New evaluative criteria to improve teacher quality in the State of Washington 
  4-tier evaluation system 
  Timeline:  implementation by 2013 

• Senate Bill 5895 (passed in 2012): 
  Mandates use of student growth data; a measurement between two sets of time 
  Extends timeline to 2015-2016 
  Takes some decisions away from local districts, most notably, scoring criteria 
  State scoring method available by December 2012 
 
An “instructional framework” is a vocabulary and organizational tool used to describe the art and science of 
teaching, both in terms of the words we use and in the way we describe what we do.  An instructional 
framework provides more specific descriptors and clear behavioral targets for growth.  It is research-based 
in that it is derived through study and observation of teaching practices. 
 
The State offered three frameworks and each school district was assigned the task of choosing one.  There 
were several reasons why Shorelineʼs joint committee, comprised of teachers and administrators, chose 
the Danielson option: 
• Language used in the framework:   
  Specific descriptions at each level of the new four tier rating scale used within each framework 
  Relative specificity and clarity of definitions 
• Graduation of each rubric from tier to tier (qualitative vs. quantitative) 
• Manageability – the number of scored components 
• Classroom-based research 
• Support available 
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For years, teachers in Shoreline have been hungry for an evaluation system that provides meaningful 
feedback.  Mr. Guthrie reviewed the differences between the current evaluation system versus the new.   
 

Current Evaluation System New Evaluation System 
Focused on compliance Focused on growth 
Administrator “driven” Collaborative 
Observation based Observation and evidence/artifact based 
Encourages “telling” Encourages “asking” 
Binary rating:  Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory Four tier rating:  Unsatisfactory, Basic, Proficient, 

Distinguished 
 
The Danielson Framework is divided into four domains, of which there are 22 components and 76 
elements. 
 
Domain 1 
Planning and Preparation 
1a Demonstrating knowledge of content and pedagogy 
1b Demonstrating knowledge of students 
1c Setting instructional outcomes 
1d Demonstrating knowledge of resources 
1e Designing coherent instruction 
1f Designing student assessment 

Domain 2 
Classroom Environment 
2a Creating an environment of respect and rapport 
2b Creating a culture of learning 
2c Managing classroom procedures 
2d Managing student behavior 
2e Managing physical space 

Domain 3 
Instruction 
3a Communicating with students 
3b Using questioning and discussion techniques 
3c Engaging students in learning 
3d Using assessment in instruction 
3e Demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness 

Domain 4 
Professional Responsibilities 
4a Reflecting on technology 
4b Maintaining accurate records 
4c Communicating with families 
4d Participating in a professional community 
4e Growing and developing professionally 
4f Showing professionalism 

 
Mr. Guthrie stated, “The exciting part for teachers and administrators is that this is a collaborative and 
growth model.  We plan, we teach, we reflect on that experience, we apply what we have learned, and we 
do it all over again and we get better.  As we go through the cycle over and over again, we circle back and 
pick up other pieces.” 
 
The data to be used for student growth has not yet been defined by the State.  The pilot participants will 
work together to determine the most appropriate use.  Possible options include: 
• Common formative assessments 
• Pre and post assessments 
• Classroom-based assessments 
• School district assessments 
• State-based tools (yet to be defined) 
 
Common themes that are woven through the four domains but that arenʼt necessarily a part of the previous 
evaluation system include: 
• Equity 
• Cultural competence 
• High expectations 
• Developmental appropriateness 
• A focus on individuals, including those with special needs 
• Appropriate use of technology 
• Student assumption of responsibility 
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Washington State has eight criterion for teacher evaluations.  School districts choose the framework from 
the three offered (Danielson, Marzano, University of Washington), but then the districts must “dovetail” their 
choice with the State framework.  The State has not yet decided on the algorithm to be used in rating the 
teachers (current target is December but has been changed several times) so the District is moving forward 
with the framework, using the current satisfactory and unsatisfactory ratings for 2012-2013.  The pilot 
involves 20% of certificated classroom teachers, which equates to about 130 in Shoreline.  All teachers on 
probation must be on the new system by 2013-2014, and then all teachers must have a full comprehensive 
evaluation under the new system in 2015-2016. 
 
The joint evaluation committee was comprised of the following individuals: 
• Andy Barker, Shorecrest English Teri Poff, Dir. of Teaching & Learning 
• Cinco Delgado, Ridgecrest Principal Melissa Sargent, LFP ELL 
• Bill Dunbar, Shorewood Principal Eric Scaia, SEA President 
• Matt Gillingham, Einstein English Brian Schultz, Exec. Dir. of Schools 
• David Guthrie, Shorewood, SEA Pres-Elect Lyn Sherry, UniServ Director 
• Karen Keyes, Syre 1st Grade Nathan Stearns, Shorewood English 
• Aimee Miner, LFP Principal Amy Vujovich, Dir. of Student Services 
• Tam Osborne, Dir. of Human Resources Sue Walker, Superintendent 
• Janet Paden, Brookside 6th Grade Cindy Watters, Einstein Asst. Principal 
• Laura Ploudre´, Parkwood Principal 
 
In answer to Mr. Wilsonʼs question about training for the evaluators, Mr. Schultz reported that on Tuesday 
September 18, all of the Districtʼs principals would begin online training through the exclusive vendor for the 
Danielson Framework, TeachScape.  Thirty-two administrators will spend 25-30 hours in obtaining 
certification this year.  Twelve teacher specialists will also participate in the process but wonʼt go through 
the full certification. 
 
Mr. Wilson asked what would happen if the legislature decided that there would be only one evaluation tool 
to choose from and Danielson doesnʼt survive.  Mr. Guthrie responded that strong lobbying for Danielson is 
scheduled for next spring and that this is a well-established framework used throughout the country.  Ms. 
Walker added that this is the framework most school districts in Washington have chosen. 
 
Mr. Nicholson inquired about how well the new process had been communicated to teachers.  
Presentations were made by the Joint Evaluation Committee twice at each building during the 2011-2012 
school year so that everyone got the same message.  Additionally, on September 4, all certificated staff 
and principals attended a district-wide day of training, which included a keynote speaker from the 
Danielson Group. 
  
Mr. Jacobs asked what happens when a teacher is rated “unsatisfactory.”  Teachers would be placed on a 
plan of improvement after one unsatisfactory rating.  Mr. Schultz added that according to the state criterion, 
teachers are not to remain at the “basic” level.  (Staff agreed to further research the ramifications of 
remaining at unsatisfactory or basic and provide to the Board.)  It is expected that most staff will be 
evaluated as “proficient” with occasional visits to “distinguished.”  
 
Principal Evaluation – Brian Schultz 
The Association of Washington School Principals (AWSP) assembled a task force of more than 20 
principals to analyze a new type of leadership and create a new set of principal responsibilities to match.  
The goal was to create a document showing the interrelationship between these responsibilities and District 
policies and practices. 
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The AWSP task force started by developing a philosophical statement, which formed the basis for the work 
that followed: 
 
  Statement of Accountability:  Student achievement in a performance-based school is a 

shared responsibility involving the student, family, educators, and the community.  A 
principalʼs leadership is essential.  As leader, the principal is accountable for the 
continuous growth of individual students and increased school performance as 
measured over time by state standards and locally determined indicators. 

 
In 2010, AWSPʼs seven leadership responsibilities became the foundation for a new set of criteria for 
principal evaluation in Washington State.  An eighth criterion, “Closing the Gap,” was added by the 
legislature that same year.  The eight principal evaluation criteria are as follows: 
1) Creating a Culture:  Influence, establish and sustain a school culture conducive to continuous 

improvement for students and staff. 
2) Ensuring School Safety:  Lead the development and annual update of a comprehensive safe schools 

plan that includes prevention and intervention. 
3) Planning with Data:  Lead the development, implementation and evaluation of the data-driven plan for 

improvement of student achievement. 
4) Aligning Curriculum:  Assist instructional staff in aligning curriculum, instruction and assessment with 

state and local learning goals. 
5) Improving Instruction:  Monitor, assist and evaluate staff implementation of the school improvement 

plan, effective instruction and assessment practices. 
6) Managing Resources:  Manage human and fiscal resources to accomplish student achievement goals. 
7) Engaging Communities:  Communicate and partner with school community members to promote 

student learning. 
8) Closing the Gap:  Demonstrate a commitment to closing the achievement gap. 
 
The AWSP Leadership Framework is comprised of four components and the details within each component 
are intended to be a starting point to stimulate discussion and assist schools to customize the components 
specific to their district. 
 
The four components are listed below: 

Component 1 
Knowledge and Skills 
A principalʼs knowledge and skills enhance his/her 
understanding of the details associated with each 
responsibility. 

Component 2 
Evidence and Measures 
Evidence and measures, which are important aspects of 
any evaluation model, take conversations beyond the 
supervisorʼs “gut feeling.” 

Component 3 
Support 
All principals need district support for developing their 
skills and knowledge in each of the responsibility areas. 

Component 4 
Authority 
A principalʼs ability to succeed in each responsibility is 
dependent on having the authority to do just that. 

Components 3 and 4 are systems considerations 
 
Mr. Schultz shared examples of how the four components could be incorporated into Criteria #1, Creating a 
Culture, which is reflected, in part, on the next page. 
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     Framework in Action 

       Creating a Culture   Components 
 

EXAMPLES OF 
KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS 

EXAMPLES OF 
MEASURES / EVIDENCE 

EXAMPLES OF SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

SUPPORT AUTHORITY 

Articulate and model a shared 
vision for continuous 
improvement and lifelong 
learning within the entire 
school community 

Develop and model an 
atmosphere of personal 
responsibility, trust and 
collaboration among students 
and staff 

Understand the needs and 
strengths of the individuals and 
groups in the school 

Apply effective group-
processing skills 

Student/staff surveys, 
interviews and focus groups 

Meeting agendas and 
minutes/norms, outcomes 
regarding learning and 
problem-solving 

Incident/intervention review 

Logs of classroom visits 

Ability of staff and students 
to articulate school vision 

Supervisor observation of 
building climate measures; 
measures and indicators 
discussed in evaluation 
between principal and 
supervisor 

Time designated to work 
with staff outside of 
instruction time 

District supports enforcing 
codes of conduct and 
professional ethics 

Resources for staff training/ 
in-service 

District commitment to each 
school’s uniqueness and 
implementation of district 
goals 

District awareness and 
recognition of school 
improvement efforts and 
accomplishments over time 

Authority to hire, reassign 
and non-renew staff 

Authority to provide school 
administrator input into 
negotiation process 

Authority to access district 
and community resources 

Authority to sponsor and 
direct staff development to 
address collaboration and 
school culture 
improvement needs 

 
 
       Creating a Culture    Rubric 
 

  

Elements UNSATIS-
FACTORY 

BASIC PROFICIENT DISTINGUISHED 

1.1 Develops 
and sustains 
focus on a 
shared 
mission and 
clear vision 
for 
improvement 
of learning 
and teaching 

Does not 
communicate 
mission, vision and 
core values; 
tolerates behaviors 
and school activities 
in opposition to a 
culture of ongoing 
improvement 

Vision and mission 
are developing; 
connections 
between school 
activities, behaviors 
and vision are made 
explicit; vision and 
mission are shared 
and supported by 
stakeholders. 

Communicates a vision of 
ongoing improvement in 
teaching and learning such 
that staff and students 
perceive and agree upon 
what the school is working 
to achieve; encourages and 
supports behaviors and 
school activities that 
explicitly align with vision; 
shares enthusiasm and 
optimism that the vision will 
be realized; regularly 
communicates a strong 
commitment to the mission 
and vision of the school 
and holds stakeholder 
accountable for 
implementation. 

Is proficient AND provides 
leadership and support 
such that shared vision and 
goals are at the forefront of 
attention for students and 
staff and at the center of 
their work; communicates 
mission, vision and core 
values to community 
stakeholders such that the 
wider community knows, 
understands and supports 
the vision of the changing 
world in the 21st Century 
that schools are preparing 
children to enter and 
succeed. 

 
 
Unlike the teacher evaluation model, there were not three frameworks to choose from for principal and 
assistant principal evaluations.  There is always a possibility that the legislature could create changes in 
one or both; however, right now staff is excited to move forward with these frameworks in an effort to 
further assist students in their learning and achievement.  
 
The first training took place on August 2 at Jackson High School (two educational service districts 
combined) and was attended by Sue Walker, Brian Schultz, Tam Osborne, Stephanie Clark, Lisa Gonzalez 
Scott, Pat Hegarty and Bill Dunbar.  A trainer has been assigned and will spend 3.75 days during this 
school year with Shoreline administrators.  All principals and assistant principals will be evaluated this year 
using the AWSP framework, whereas only 20% of teachers will be evaluated with the new Danielson 
framework.  This will be the last year that the remaining teachers will be evaluated with the old framework. 
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District/State Assessment Results 
Jack Monpas-Huber, Ph.D., Director of Assessment and Student Information, presented. 
Dr. Monpas-Huber presented updates on the following topics in connection with the state assessments: 
• Change in proficiency from 2011 to 2012 
• Trends over time 
• Similar school comparisons 
• Update on state accountability 
• Achievement gap in Shoreline 
 
In reviewing the aggregate scores district-wide from this past spring, proficiency increased in most areas.  
This cohort of students was more proficient in math at every grade level than their predecessors last year.  
That is also true in science, writing and in reading, with the exception of sixth and tenth grades.  This is an 
indicator that the work done with students last year met with success.   
 
Overall, the change in proficiency district-wide from 2011 to 2012 can be summarized as follows: 

                            Percent of Students Meeting or Exceeding Standard 
 

 

Grade 2011 2012 Change 2011 2012 Change  2011 2012 Change 2011 2012 Change
3 81.9 82.1 0.2 69.8 76.8 7.0
4  76.1 82.6 6.5 68.0 75.3 7.3 70.6 73.2 2.6
5 81.0 81.4 0.4 69.6 73.1 3.5 70.8 82.4 11.6
6 85.5 82.7 -2.8 74.4 76.0 1.6
7 71.8 83.4 11.6 81.1 84.6 3.5 72.4 73.1 0.7
8 80.8 82.6 1.8 64.0 69.0 5.0 76.2 80.6 4.4

10 87.9 86.6 -1.3 91.1 88.1 -3.0
10 w/PP 88.0 86.7 -1.3 91.2 88.3 -2.9
*PP = includes the scores of students who previously passed from a prior administration

Change in MSP-HSPE Proficiency, 2011 to 2012, District
READING WRITING MATH SCIENCE

 
 
Of the 720 Shoreline students that took algebra end-of-course exams, 80% met standard compared to 
63.7% of the 80,524 students statewide.  In geometry, 82.2% of the 640 Shoreline students met standard 
compared to the 71.2% of the 56,929 students statewide.  On the biology end-of-course exams, 76.1% of 
685 Shoreline tenth graders met standard compared with 61.0% of 74,719 tenth graders statewide. 
 
In reviewing the trends over time, Shoreline has roughly 80-90% of students meeting standard in 
elementary reading.  Of those who are not meeting standard, approximately one-third to one-half are 
special education students and 16-20% receive ELL services.  In secondary reading, 70-90% met standard 
with no noticeable impact as a result of the change to the MSP test. 
 
On the elementary mathematics trends chart, the beginning of the MSP in 2010 is charted as well as the 
implementation of the new enVision curriculum in 2011.  The upswing in scores that appears to have begun 
just prior to these events continues.  The secondary mathematics chart indicates that more work is needed.  
The science scores continue to increase noticeably, especially at eighth grade.  One change that occurred 
last year was science testing online for the first time. 
 
Dr. Monpas-Huber reviewed the questions that were asked by Board members earlier in the day: 
Q. Achievement gap in 4th grade math:  Nice recovery for Black and Hispanic students from the lows 

in 2009-2010.  How is that cohort doing now? 
A. We should and can look at the results longitudinally for cohorts of the same individuals of students 
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(though that approach has its own caveats too).  I have not yet completed that analysis but am 
eager to do so and publish the results at a later date. 

 
Q. In the Similar School Comparisons it would be interesting to see how the "exceptional schools" do 

in the areas where they are not exceptional (perhaps in another color).  Are they exceptional in 
some areas and merely good in others, or exceptional in some and horrible in others?  Also, is 
there any visibility into what are they doing that makes them so "exceptional"? 

A. These are snapshots of one group of students on one content area test in one year -- a group may 
score exceptionally well on one test, less so on another, putting their school in different places on 
these charts.  We see that variation in our own schools.  The questions raised here are among 
several logical next steps:  to look at the data more rigorously to identify "truly" exceptional schools 
based on more robust results and then to approach those schools to see what they are doing to get 
exceptional results.   

 
Q. As a reminder, what is ESEA? 
A.  Elementary and Secondary Education Act - also known as, No Child Left Behind. 
 
Q. Where is Cascade K-8 Data in the bugs on windshield graphs? 
A. Cascade K-8 results are not included in the scatterplots.  This is because Cascade is classified as 

SchoolType "A" in the state data, indicating (presumably) Alternative schools, and in the spirit of 
comparing our elementary schools with similar schools, I restricted the results to other schools of 
type "P" (public schools) like our K-6 elementary schools.  That said, it is possible to create the 
scatterplots only for Type "A" schools, and I can do that upon request.  (In the past, for prior 
districts, when I've done this particular analysis to look at their alternative programs, the results 
have been very inconclusive.)  (The Board was provided with a link for viewing Cascade K-8 
results.) 

 
Q. Do we have achievement gap data for EOC math testing?  The last year graphed for 10th grade 

math achievement gap is 2010. 
A. The EOC data has not been disaggregated by subgroups but can be done for a future presentation. 
 
Dr. Monpas-Huber shared similar school comparisons of student achievement on the 2012 MSP, HSPE, 
and EOC exams.  OSPI provides data for all public schools in the state with a variety of demographic 
variables including the percentage of students receiving free and reduced lunch, as well as proficiency on 
state assessments.  These values can be combined for every school in the state in a data file and then 
plotted on a chart as bubbles in different sizes and colors.   
 
An update was provided on state accountability and the change from the AYP (Adequate Yearly Progress) 
No Child Left Behind system that has been in effect for 10 years to AMO (Annual Measurable Objectives).  
This is the one-year transition period during which the state is required to develop a new accountability 
system.  In July of this year, the Department of Education approved the stateʼs waiver from ESEA, which 
requires commitment to three principles, one of which is implementation of a state developed system of 
differentiated recognition, accountability and support.  This is being done through a commitment to AMO, 
which is a series of targets each year that schools are expected to meet for 11 subgroups in reading and 
math for proficiency, participation and an “other” indicator.  Washington is expected to model after 
Coloradoʼs framework with student growth percentiles.   
 
What follows is an example of how the AMOs for math would work, taking into account that the gap from 
100% is 22.9%.  This number is derived from the “all” subgroup in 2011 where 77.1% met standard in 
math.  The goal for 2017 is to cut the gap in half, down to 11.5%, which added to 77.1% comes to 88.6%, 
an annual increase of 1.9% points over six years.  These targets become the AMOs. 
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                                         A Shoreline School 

 
* The above chart does not include the multi-race subgroup. 
 
For 2012, there were 85 areas across the District where Annual Measurable Objectives were not met.  Dr. 
Monpas-Huber listed them all and cross-tabulated (shown below) in order to get a picture of where we are 
not meeting AMO.  In this particular system, when asked for race, individuals are asked if they are 
Hispanic.  If the answer is yes, the student is counted as Hispanic even if he or she is a combination of 
races.  If a student is not Hispanic and indicates more than one race, the student is counted in the “two or 
more races” category.  Nearly 19% of Shorelineʼs AMOs occurred in the “two or more races” category.   
 
2012 AMO Results:  Where our gaps are 
Counts of AMO gaps 
Group Math Reading Total % of 85

All 5 7 12 14.1%

Asian 4 8 12 14.1%

Black 3 2 5 5.9%

Hispanic 4 6 10 11.8%

Two or More Races 6 10 16 18.8%

White 4 6 10 11.8%

Limited English 3 1 4 4.7%

Special Education 1 3 4 4.7%

Low Income 6 6 12 14.1%

Total 36 49 85

% of 85 42.4% 57.6%  
 
Lastly, Dr. Monpas-Huber shared a number of charts reflecting the achievement gaps in reading, writing, 
and math in grades 4, 7, and 10, as well as grade 10 science, for the period of 1998-2012. 
 
Board Requested Discussion  

In response to Mr. Wilsonʼs request, Ms. Walker provided a quick update on the demolition of the Sunset 
building, which has been complicated by the Aldercrest Annex fire.  However, staff is close to moving 
forward on Sunset. 
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In response to Ms. Ehrlichmanʼs request, Ms. Walker shared information about the opening of school, 
which has gone very smoothly.  District-wide, enrollment is 128 students above conservative projections 
but down 22 from this time last year.  The largest growth is in kindergarten.  The District has hired 32 
certificated staff; 27 teaching and 5 itinerant, e.g. counselors, psychologists. 
 
Ms. Walker was also asked for an update on composting.  Currently, six schools are composting and 
progress is being made in this area. 
 
Ms. Ehrlichman asked if the Board was interested in following WSSDAʼs lead in opposing Initiative 1240 on 
charter schools.  The Board indicated that they would be interested and instructed Ms. Walker to bring a 
resolution forward at the next meeting on October 1. 
 
Comments from the Community 

The following individual spoke: 
1) Lara Grauer, Cascade K-8 Community School – Thanked the Board for their support of the program 

and reported that enrollment has increased from 97 students last year to 155 this year.  Shared good 
news that test scores for Cascade K-8 show an overall improvement and 92% passing scores for fifth 
graders in science.  With growth in enrollment, interested in looking at more space in the near future.  
(Handouts were distributed to Board members.)  

 
School Board Reports and Communications 

Mr. Potter enjoyed the tour of the Shorewood construction site earlier in the day.  He also attended the 
Shorecrest open house, visited the new gymnasium and attended a couple of football games.  
 
Mr. Nicholson also participated in the tour of Shorewood, as well as the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the 
Meridian Park and Cascade K-8 field.  He attended a board meeting at KCDA and a football game. 
 
Mr. Jacobs reported that Shorewood opened with a very large number of students, but staff and students 
all handled it well.  He has enjoyed lots of football and he toured the Shorewood construction site.  He 
requested information on the number of outdoor covered spaces that would be part of the new design. 
 
Mr. Wilson attended the opening of the Shorecrest gymnasium (girls volleyball) and was very impressed 
with the new space.  He reported on the synthetic turf on the new Meridian Park field, which will add to its 
durability.  Mary Thurber, Einstein science teacher, was honored as this yearʼs first Symetra Hero in the 
Classroom at the Seahawks game on September 16.  Lake Forest Park Elementary celebrated its 100th 
birthday on September 8.  Sundayʼs newspaper mentioned six National Merit semifinalists, three at 
Shorecrest and three at Shorewood.  The Back to School Consortium served over 1,000 students on 
August 25.  Tony and Guy Academyʼs haircutting team was a new contributor.  The state has designated 
58 top-performing and most improving Title I schools as “Reward Schools,” including Parkwood 
Elementary.  Parkwood was designated as a “highest performing” school.  Mr. Wilson also toured 
Shorewood. 
 
Ms. Williams reported that she was impressed with the office staff at Shorewood for their handling of all the 
schedule changes on the first day of school.  She is very excited for her senior year. 
 
Ms. Ehrlichman attended the September 4 back to school activities for certificated staff.  She praised David 
Guthrie and Vince Santo Pietro for their excellent speeches, and also enjoyed the keynote speaker from 
the Danielson Group.  She and Ms. Walker spoke at the LFP Centennial Celebration.  This was particularly 
special since all three of her children had attended LFP Elementary.  Ms. Ehrlichman praised the work 
being done at both high schools.  She thanked Symetra and the Seattle Seahawks for the work they do in 
supporting our teachers.  All of King County school districts have now joined the competition. 
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Executive Session 

Ms. Ehrlichman announced at 9:00 p.m. that the Board was moving into Executive Session to discuss 
property and legal issues for approximately 20 minutes. 
 
 
Adjournment:   9:20 p.m.   
 
 ___________________________________ 
 Deborah Ehrlichman, President 
 
Attest:  October 1, 2012 
 
 
 
________________________________________ 
Sue Walker, Secretary 
Shoreline Board of Directors 

 
All documents referenced in the minutes may be viewed in the Superintendentʼs Office during normal 
business hours. 


